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Roverpet Dog Gate Assembly Instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inventory List: Roverpet #36RP & 48RP Pet Gate 

The inventory for Roverpet Dog Gate includes;  

  (2) Roverpet PVC Panels 

  (1) #RGC Clasp Set & mounting hardware 

  (1) #RGH Gate Handle 

  (6) #250 Clips 
 

Assembly Procedure 

1.) Unpack contents of shipping carton and compare to inventory list above. 
2.) Decide which mounting option will best fit your needs. See bullets below for mounting options. 

 Face mounted gates require the hinging and latching sides of the gate to be mounted to the trim-side of a 
doorway/hallway, and less than 42” wide. 
Example: mounted at the end of a hallway where the ends of the walls are accessible. 

 ‘V’ Shape mounted gates require the hinging and latching sides to be opposing to one another, and less than 42” 
wide. Most mounting positions can accommodate ‘V’ Shaped mounting.  
Example: mounted in the middle of a hallway with no doorways on either side. 

 If you are mounting the gate with additional Stacking Panels in a face mounted configuration, the overlapping upright 
bars need to be in-line with one another for proper setup. (See Figure 1) Read both sets of instructions completely 
before beginning the installation. 

 If your mounting location requires you to have a gate width wider than 42”, an extension panel will need to be 

purchased from www.roverpet.com.  

For maximum strength capabilities, mount the Roverpet Dog Gate on the same side of doorway/hallway that your pet will be 
contained. Allow a ‘V’ Shaped arrangement to extend into the area that your pet will be contained. 

***Continue assembly instructions on next pages for the mounting configuration desired*** 

 
Assembly for Doorway/Hallway Face Mounting 

(See Figure 1) 

 
 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

#RGH Handle 

#250 Clips 

#350 Clasps 

#450 Clasps 
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3.) If your needs require the gate to be left-hand opening, un-snap the #RGH Handle from the Roverpet PVC Panel, and 
install it on the opposite side of the Panel. Note that for left-hand opening gates, the assembly procedure will be 
reversed for the #RGC Clasp set installation that follows. (See diagram on next page) 

4.) The #450 Wall Clasps (2-1/4” length) need to be secured to the wall on the HINGED SIDE of the gate. They need to be 
aligned vertically along the doorway/hallway opening. The #450 Clasps should be mounted 6” above the bottom of the 
gate, and 6” below the top of the gate. Use the supplied hardware to mount the clasps to the wall using a #2 Phillips 
screwdriver. Use a 1/8” drill bit if pilot holes are needed..  

Please Don’t Over Tighten Supplies Screws 
 If your Roverpet Dog Gate was supplied with more than (2) #450 Clasps, the remaining #450 Clasps need to be 

mounted between the top and bottom #450 Clasps that were just installed on the wall, verify the locations will not 
interfere with the center bar of the Roverpet PVC Panel. 

5.) Mount the #350 Wall Clasps (1-1/8” length) in the same manner as in Step 4. Mount them on the opposite wall from the 
installed #450 Clasps. The #350 Clasps are used on the LATCH SIDE only with the #RGH Handle. 

6.) Remove the installed #250 Clips from the Rover Panels. Expand the panels to stretch between the mounted #450 and 
#350 Clasps. Reinstall the #250 Clips to the top and bottom of the Roverpet PVC Panels. Snap the Roverpet Pet Gate 
into the Wall Clasps. Make certain the HINGED SIDE of your gate is secured in the #450 Clasps. 

Congratulations, you are now ready to use your Roverpet Dog Gate! 

Note: With a new Roverpet Dog Gate installed, the Wall Clasps can seem excessively tight or noisy.  

           A thin coat of Vaseline on the inside of the Wall Clasps can greatly assist with these issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 Assembly for ‘V’ Shape Mounting 
(See Figure 2) 

3.) If your needs require the gate to be left-hand opening, un-snap the #RGH Handle from the Roverpet PVC Panel, and 
install it on the opposite side of the Panel. Note that for left-hand opening gates, the assembly procedure will be 
reversed for the #RGC Clasp set installation that follows. (See diagram below) 

4.) The #450 Wall Clasps (2-1/4” length) need to be secured to the wall on the HINGED SIDE of the gate. They need to be 
aligned vertically along the doorway/hallway opening. The #450 Clasps should be mounted 6” above the bottom of the 
gate, and 6” below the top of the gate.  
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 If your Roverpet Dog Gate was supplied with more than (2) #450 Clasps, the remaining #450 Clasps need to be 
mounted between the top and bottom #450 Clasps that were just installed on the wall, verify the locations will not 
interfere with the center bar of the Roverpet PVC  Panel. 
 
 

5.) Mount the #350 Wall Clasps (1-1/8” length) in the same manner as in Step 4. Mount them on the opposite wall from the 
installed #450 Clasps. The #350 Clasps are used on the LATCH SIDE only with the #RGH Handle. 

6.) Remove the installed #250 Clips from the Roverpet PVC Panels. Snap one side of a Roverpet PVC Panel into the #450 
hinge clasps. Make certain the HINGED SIDE of your gate is secured in the #450 Clasps. Snap the side of the second 
Roverpet PVC Panel with the #RGH Handle into the #350 latch clasps. Install the #250 Clips to connect the Roverpet 
PVC Panels together where they meet in the ‘V’ Shape. 

Congratulations, you are now ready to use your Roverpet Dog Gate! 

Note: With a new Roverpet Dog Gate installed, the Wall Clasps can seem excessively tight or noisy. A thin coat of Vaseline on 

the inside of the Wall Clasps can greatly assist with these issues. 
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